Making your Will &
Planning your Future

At a certain time of life,
advance
planning
for
health and care issues
comes more sharply into
focus. Financial security,
protection of assets and
taking steps to prepare for
succession of assets are
all important concerns. At
M.J. O’Connor, Solicitors we
provide expert legal advice
focusing on your rights and
needs.

We understand how important it is to listen carefully and
sympathetically to your concerns and instructions. We will
then ensure to maximize your knowledge of the issues and
choices involved and ultimately your ability to make a fully
informed decision.

Our practice areas include the following:� Making a Will and Estate Planning. From drafting

or reviewing your will to complex issues relating to taxefficient estate planning, our team has the knowledge
to provide you with the information and guidance you
require.

� Enduring Powers of Attorney. Advice on the legal

issues relating to vesting legal authority for decision
making in other persons by way of Power Of Attorney
or Enduring Power of Attorney (i.e. provision for future
mental incapacity).

� Planning for Health and Personal Care Issues.

This may include consideration of an Advance Care
Directive or Living Will. This is an area where new
legislation is currently pending in Ireland.

� Wards of Court. Advice on wards of court issues,

including advising on the legal situation, outlining the
steps to be taken, preparing all necessary papers and
conducting ongoing correspondence with the Wards of
Court office.

� Nursing Home Support Scheme. We can assist with
various aspects of the scheme from considering an
application to examination of detailed rules of the
scheme as they apply to individual situations.

� Review of Title Deeds. Are your deeds securely kept

and correctly registered? We can update if necessary
and remove any legal burdens or rights which should no
longer affect.

� Administration of Estates. Including advising executors
on their legal duties and responsibilities; advising
beneficiaries on the terms of a will; dealing with the tax
and financial implications of a will; advising on claims
against the estate and ensuring title and ownership
rights are correct.

Above all else, our service is about encouraging a
relationship between our clients and the firm. We strive
to develop bonds built on providing trusted, effective
business advice.
That was the hallmark of our service when we began in
1888, and that is the way it has been ever since.
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